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Welcome to the
second edition.

Saorview Seminars P.1

Following on from the

Economic Surveilence System P.2

March launch of our new

Trends & New Software P.3

newsletter, we welcome

ALCAD Headends P.4

you to issue 2 of our
Newsletter.
Issue 1 got a lot of
praise, feedback and

industry.

Saorview Seminars

Please keep your

It is probably fair to say that most people who

a substantial demand for budget unapproved

attended the recent RTE seminars on the

receivers such as the Signal HD507 as

Saorview launch came away disappointed.

the high cost of approved receivers will deter

Very little information was imparted by the

customers from purchasing additional receivers

speakers with most of the time spent describing

for multiroom installation. (The difference is

In consideration

the media launch of the new service. On the

that the budget receivers do not have MHEG5

for those not

subject of satellite transmission, the speakers

middleware, which provides digital teletext

computer experts

were very tight lipped.

and the possibility of “Red Button” service,

we can now pro-

Only lively Q and A sessions saved the day

installed. )

comment from within the

comments flowing on
email to

colm@atcsupplies.ie

TP Link

vide a service of
pre-configuring
the TP Link Antenna/
Access point which can
send your wifi signal over

with one very apt question from an attendee
at the Athlone meeting producing a promise
from RTE to display, on their website, the BER
and MER levels required to provide a lockable
signal on all channels within the multiplex.

11KM.

Rust Fr ee
Dishes
A popular item
for those who
service

Let’s hope they will keep their promise.
An interesting piece of information to emerge
was the disclosure that channels 60 to 69
will not be used for tv transmission after the
Analogue Switch Off and that this bandwidth
will be auctioned off for an expected sum of

Congratulations to John Quinn of Quinn

500 million Euro !!!

TV, Longford who was the first in with the

areas or regions with

We now have the Triax TR112 Saorview

correct answer to our quiz.

a high moisture content

approved receiver available , but there is still

1991

the
coastal

in the air is the Alcad
fibreglass Satellite Dish.
It is one of our most
popular lines.

The answer was

Public Address.
At ATC we carry a full range of
public address equipment from
connectors to amplifiers

Economical Surveillance System for a Home or Small shop.
For financial reasons, many people often don’t install CCTV systems. They
may think that the costs of such systems is higher than the potential losses from
small thefts. However, the mere presence of video monitoring deters potential
thieves and provides security features not found in other systems.

AV Brackets
One of the items we have a constant
demand for is TV Wall Brackets. We
have a considerable range to choose
from. Everything from flat to double
armed articulated, even ceiling
mounted brackets to accomodate the
largest of TVs.
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ATUDVR4
Single Cable Solution
Need to run two LNB feeds but only
have a single cable available?
The answer to you dilemma is a
Global Staker/Destacker

ATU DVR - an ideal basis for monitoring a home or small business
4 Camera configuation.
It can record four 4CIF (704 x 576) channels at 12 fps each. The recording can
be scheduled. H.264 compression and support for a hard drive up to 2TB allow
for storing large amounts of surveillance data. The VGA output with maximum
resolution of 1024x768 can cooperate with an LCD or CRT monitor. An alternative is the BNC video output (CVBS) which can be connected to the SCART or
COMPONENT input on a TV set.
The owner or other authorized person can access the system remotely via the
web. In the case of several stores, the website may group the DVRs from the
whole network. The system is simple to use and does no require qualified staff.
There is an option that the user is notified by the system of alarm events via
emails.

Apps for Apps.
Many of you within the industry are looking for easier ways
of doing just about everything
- aren’t we all . One of the
many facilities to make life a
little less troublesome is the
invention of the Smartphone
Application or App as they are
known.
If you have found a n APP. you
think is helpful to our industry
why not let us know and we
can share the good news.

Networ king
Check out some of our
TPLINK
range.
We ar e
getting
great
feedback
about how sucessful they
are.

Three
Decades!
In the photo (below Right)
Tony is seen chatting with
Ray Fay of TeleCare, Cavan.
Ray was Tony’s first customer
when he opened the door of
Anthony Tully Components Ltd
in May 1981.
Since then Telecare has
expanded it’s range of
products and now has two
branches. ATC have developed
their web site and are
attracting customers from
as far away as New Zealand.
Speed of order dispatch and
depth of stock are still the
main principles of ATC. Any
in-stock items are send out
the same day up to as late as
5pm.

Technology Solutions
with Support
and 1 DTT multiplex. As many as
24 satellite receivers and 9
DTT receivers can easily be
installed in a system and as the
filters can be tuned to adjacent
channels even more channels can
be added if necessary. FM and
DAB inputs are also present on the
amplifier.
When fitted to a pre-installed system
all that is needed is to retune the
tv sets and the DTT multiplex is
also fed into the
“With our
system to allow the
experience operator to install
With RTE saorview
and Alcad
new DTT ready sets
coming on stream
technology we
at any time. The
and the closedown of
can
provide
you
system is completely
analogue transmissions,
with
a
solution
flexible allowing
many smatv systems in
output channels can
and ongoing
hotels, hospitals, nursing
be reprogrammed
support
for
every
homes etc. will need to
and additional
be upgraded.
situation”
channels added at
With our experience and
very little cost. The
Alcad technology we
programmer PS003
can provide you with a
allows
you
to
do
all this and set
solution and ongoing support for
output levels to balance the signals.
every situation.
The programmer can be bought
The Alcad ZG905 system using
from us or we will lend you one for a
programmeable filters is the
week to complete your installation.
simplest and most flexible way to
As the headend comes pre
build a solid and reliable headend.
assembled from ATC, in most cases
Fig 1 illustrates a system providing
there is no need for adjustment
8 satellite channels 6 DTT channels

Typical Headend installation
using domestic Satellite and terestrial receivers
with DTT Multiplex downfeed
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